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“When I started people really 

had the barbed hooks out for 

me. One paper called me 

an‘irritating insect’.” 

AND THAT WAS ONE OF THE 
NICER THINGS. . . 

e’s busy writing songs at the moment. In fact, he 
started writing songs for his next LP - his third in two 
years - the minute he got back from his coast-to-coast 
tour of America with Paul Young. And if he’s not 
writing, he’s recording and if he’s not recording he’s at 
home in North Essex listening to his Steely Dan 
records (arty farty American group) or playing chess... 
Yes, Nik Kershaw has a bit of a reputation for not being 
exactly the most exciting pop star ever invented. 

I mean, how often do you hear about him getting 
chucked out of the Hippodrome? Or trashing hotel 
rooms? Or climbing Everest? Or crashing racing cars? 
He’s even been accused of being a “muso” - someone 

-■—..—.—ents(ofwh 
jt things lil 

is at record company 

feel like Miss World after half an hour, walking 
round with a fixed grin. But I'm informed it’s part 
of the job, public relations and all that. I hate it. 
I'd much rather be playing or something." 

Why does your wife always go 
on tour with you? 
“Most people on tour leave their wives at home, 
but in that case you might well as not be married. 



Britain’s favourite pop show has gone 
completely wonky. It’s on half an hour earlier, 
it’s 10 minutes shorter and it shows the same 
boring video clips about one million times on 
each programme. So. . . 

What’s gone 
wrong with 
TOP OF THE 

pop* *7 
---*» to- 

_ TOP OF THE POPS with its party 
balloons and whoop-along atmosphere 
and cameras peeking up girls’ skirts in 
the audience. What with the frightful 
cigar-waggling antics of original 

succession of extraordinarily ropey 
resident dance troupes (from the 
Go-Jos who used to frug hopelessly in 
their mini-skirts in the ’60s, to Pans 
People who flitted about in hot pants in 
the ’70s), the zillion-and-one novelty 
disc appearances by men in gonk suits 

stools, there’s been enough to scoff at 
over the programme’s 21 year history. 

But nonetheless, TOTP was always 
entertaining. For every appearance by 
Black Lace and their singing bananas, 
for every unfunny quip by Dave Lee 
Travis, there’s always been at least 
something you want to see, e.g. 
Sweet’s platform boots or Sir William 
Idol’s rock’n’roll mumblings or 
Madonna in that FRIGHTFUL wig or 
Janice Long being sarcy about Red 
Box. . . Say what you will, TOTP has 
never been boring. Until now. . . 

So what’s gone wrong? Despite the 
fact that it is still the TV pop 
programme with the highest viewing 
figures by far, the BBC have pulled 
TOTP back to 7 o’clock, so it's now 
aired in the dozy “now-my-girl-just-you- 
get- that-table-cleared-before-you-turn- 
on-the-telly” slot, and they’ve chopped 
ten minutes — a whole quarter — off its 
length. Which, with the programme’s 
current insistence on video “breakers”, 

' to top tens etc., leaves very little of 

closing credits. 
The running order for the November 1 

edition went like this: • Feargal Sharkey in the studio • Elton John on video • Matt Bianco in the studio • Chart run down • Breakers (3 video clips) • King in the studio 
• Top 10 (video clips - including Elton John 

again) • Jennifer Rush in the studio (footage from her 
previous week's appearance) • Audience dancing to Shakin' Stevens 
So of the programme’s 30 minutes, 

only nine minutes was original “live” 
material. Not very exciting, was it? 







How would you like to be blasted out of 

the sky by anti-aircraft guns? 

Or perhaps you'd prefer to be vapourised 

by aThargoid starship. 

Or eaten for breakfast by mutant rats. 

Well, you have all this and more to look 

forward to, if you get a Sinclair Spectrum +. 

Because there are more games available 

for the Spectrum + than any other home 

computer. 

(About 5,000 the last time we counted.) 

Not all of which lead to such sticky ends, 

we might add. 

You may, for instance, rather battle it out 

on the chess board with a Russian grand 

master. Or cross swords with Nick Faldo on 

the golf course. 

You won't just have the pick of the current 

titles either. 

You'll get first shot at the new ones too. 

Because most of them become available for 

the Spectrum + before anything else. 

And because there are so many other 

Spectrum owners there are more books and 

magazines and clubs to join. 

So if you get a Spectrum -+7 you may well 

end up in a Grand Prix pile-up. 

And your chances of being killed by 

Gremlins are very high. 

But you'll never die of boredom. 

iindaiH 



“FISH LIKES A 
IT’S ONE OF 

That’s what the rest of Marillion 
say. They also think he has some 
pretty “unusual” views and can 
sometimes look a bit. .. er, stupid. 
Vici MacDonald isn’t 
going to argue. . . 



N ARGUMENT 
HIS HOBBIES.” 

s easy to forget that Steve is the 
man wno actually formed the group, right back 
in 1979 when they were called Siimarillion. In 
fact. Fish had to audition for his job after 
answering an ad^a music paper, although 

Steve claims not to mind that Fish gets most 

“We definitely have 
arguments about the lyrics. 
Fish does get a bit obscure 

at times.” 

really boring and no---,—,, 
Fish gets recognised in Sainsburys by the world 
and their granny, which we wouldn’t really 

ot really into 
.ne big happy 

ve definitely have arguments ab 
*—'■Steve. “Fish does get a bit 

_2S. He will change them th 
the group works as a democracy.” Ah. a 
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‘My parents don’t understand rude 

'Hi 
i rock gone toofar?” was the 

__to see a ratings 
_ _) and obscene” rock lyrics 

introduced in America. Since then, the PMRC 
have enjoyed their first sucess: their pressure 
and influence has led to 24 American record 

theSa^ EXPLICff 
LYRICS” on the covers of “dubious” records. 
The first of these LPs are now on sale in US 
record stores, but the PMRC are still not 
satisfied; they now want the message on the 
stickers to be more strongly worded; they want 
lyric sheets to be included with all offending 
items; they want records with "pornographic” 
covers to be sold in brown paper wrappers; they 

contracts of artists known to be “explicit". 
Meanwhile, combatting the PMRC is the Musical 
Majority, a recently-formed anti-ratings pressure 
group whose members include Prince, Cyndi 
Lauper, Tina Turner and Lionel Richie. 

And so the debate goes on - Smash Hits 
readers have shown by a three to one majority 
that they would be against the introduction of a 

around 2,000 replies to our Censorship Debate 
poll: these are the results... 

Do you think that pop 
lyrics ever contain 
harmful messages? 

Have you ever been 
offended by a lyric? 

What you found offensive: 
“Punk songs - because of violent language and 

“Pink Floyd's 'The Wall' - ‘We don't need no 
education...' encourages kids to take school as 
some kind of barbaric torture." 

“Songs about violence and sexist atl 

"Frankie Goes To I 
people who are virgins 
“Jam songs because they swear." 
"Anything that's sexist or has references to 
Nazis like ‘Flowers Of Romance' by P.I.L., 
'Bodies' by Sex Pistols (re abortions), 'Rabbit' 
by Chas ‘n’ Dave (sexist), 'Vienna' LP by 
Ultravox (re Nazis), most Rolling Stones 
songs - 'Under My Thumb', 'Yesterday's 
Papers', 'Brown Sugar' etc. - (sexist)." 
“'Saddle Up' by David Christie - because my 
horse had just died.” 
“ZZ Top singles and videos because they 
always use women as sex objects - ‘Legs, 
‘Gimme All Your Loving' etc.” 
“Anti-religious songs." 
“‘Sensamelia' by UB40 and all other songs that 
promote drug use.” 
“Subversive songs funded by the Labour Party 

—iai_.ii.. ■—1—y0ung people e g. 

ix Of Pink Indians, 
letus. Not so much beca 

'“Orville’s Song’ and anything by the Flyii 
Picketts 
“‘Suicide Is Painless’, the theme from M.t 

because the song actually encourages 
desperate people to kill themselves.” 
"The sexist crap contained in the average 
Wham! song." 
‘“Rod Stewart's 'Tonight's The Night' because 
sexist lyrics make me cross." 
“Songs are no longer about love. They're about 
SEX - which isn't the same thing at all.” 
“The most offensive song I've ever heard is the 
hymn 'Ail Things Bright And Beautiful': 'The rich 
man in his garden/The poor man at his gate/God 
-.,-u:_i-, ‘ow|y/Each to his own 

• Bronski Beat: “t 
• Madonna: “Like A virgin 
• Sex Pistols: “Frigging In The Rigging" 
• Black Sabbath: “Thrashed" 
• Will Powers: “Kissing With Confidence” 
• Paul Hardcastle: “Sex Over The Phone" 
• Queen: “Fat Bottomed Girls”; “Body 
Language- 

Have your parents 
ever expressed 
disgust at a pop record? 

What offends your parents: 

“They did say ‘We think I 
rude’. But they still play il 
“When I bought the Soft 
Dwarf on it, Mum said it- 
“When the BBC banned ‘Relax’, my Mum said 
‘Good’ before she’d even heard it. And when she 
did hear it, she didn’t understand it." 
“My Mum only listens to Prince records. She 
says they’re disgusting and she loves them." 
“They think some heavy metal records are ‘filth’ 
- but they can't remember which ones.” 
. ‘ i she hears ‘Relax’ and 



ENSORSHIP DEBATE ■■■■■■ 

lyrics.They’re much too innocent.9 

iohn lennon 
iohn lennon 



0GET SMART 



-~M Madonna h- 

New Single 

On 7” And Remixed 12” 



since... since EVER. But that's not nearly enough for 
A-ha. No, this Scandanavian phenomenon won’t rest until 
it’s the biggest band in the worldIt.. . 

Words: Chris Heath Pictures: Chalkie Davies 

“ ■ think we always 
I thought we’d come 
I through in the end,” 
" says Mags smugly, 

sitting in one of the posh 
hotel rooms that A-ha 
seem to live in these 
days. He can afford to 
look pleased with 
himself. A few months 
ago A-ha were just 
another bunch of 
European hopefuls who 
no-one would take 
seriously - now they’ve 
been number one with 
“Take On Me” in nearly 
every country in the 
world that has a chart. 
About the only exception 
is Britain where Jennifer 
Rush’s “The Power Of 
Love” kept them out. 
Singer Morten pretends 
not to mind about this at 
all - “it’s the same thing 
for us to be number two 

musicians and told 
anyone who’d listen that 
soon they would be going 
to England to get a record 
contract and make their 
fortunes. However, when 
they finally arrived here 
in 1982, things didn’t go 
quite to plan. They 
couldn’t find any decent 
British musicians, 
realised that most people 
found the idea of 
Norwegian pop stars 
quite hilarious and ended 
up “just watching TV, 
waiting for someone to 
knock on the door and 
offer us a record 
contract. They didn’t.” 

So back home they 
went. Meanwhile, Morten 
had been working in a 
mental hospital, learning 
to cope with people on 
the brink of suicide, had 
studied theology for a 

extrovert, is having none 
of it: “our record’s 
better,” he snaps. 

It’s confidence like this 
that has kept him and Pal 
(pronounced Paul) — the 
group’s founder members 
- going since the two of 
them, aged 10 at the time 
and next door 
neighbours, first became 
interested in music.As 
they grew up they got 
steadily more determined 
to be successful 

shove it down people’s 
throats," he says) and 
had done a bit of singing 
in the odd band. But what 
he really wanted to do, 
he’d decided a couple of 
years back when he’d 
seen Pil and Mag’s 
previous band. Bridges, 
was sing with them. 
Morten was too shy to 
approach them but one 
day “for some reason I 
still don’t know”, Mags 
rang him up and asked if 

he’d like to give it a go. 
“He’d never even heard 
me sing,” laughs Morten, 
shrugging his shoulders. 
They rehearsed a bit, 
decided it sounded good 
and then in 1983 the 
three of them headed 
back to London, 
confidently expecting to 
have a hit “by the end of 

Yet again nobody 
wanted to know. They 
tried dressing up — “I 
looked like a bum version 
of Peter Pan for a while,” 
remembers Morten — but 
even that didn’t do the 
trick. Then one day their 
manager-to-be, Terry 
Slater, heard them 
recording in a small 
studio, vowed to help 
them and within months 
they had the record 
contract they wanted. At 
least that was the end of 

floors” but things still 
weren’t quite right. They 
released “Take On Me” 
and.. .nothing happened. 
“It was a bum release, 
the timing was wrong,” 
explains Mags. So they 
persuaded the record 
company to release it 
again and. . .nothing 
happened. “They didn’t 
really give it a chance,” 
explains Morten, but he 
insists that even then 
they didn’t lose faith. 

Instead of giving up, they 
persuaded the record 
company that what was 
needed was a really good 
video. Well over £100,000 
later the half-animated 
result was released and — 
hey presto! - “instant” 
success.. . 

And now the three of 
them are simply 
brimming with 
confidence. They’re 
certain that the follow¬ 
up, “The Sun Always 
Shines On TV”, will do 
just as well, modestly 
proclaim that their 
ambition is “to beat every 
band at what they’re best 
at”, and are already 
complaining about what a 







GET THE DRUE RECORD OF CHRISTflRS B5 

JHERLBUn 

in the shops 
ROW! 

contains the smash It 
'TRRPPED' 

and the latest single 



This Christmas you can give them a 
card that will never get left on the shelf: 
Casio’s revolutionary new FM card radio. 

It’s as small and virtually as slim as a 

credit card. 
Even the speaker’s a tiny earphone, 

with its lead doubling as aerial and on/off 

switch. 
Including the lithium battery, it all 

weighs less than an ounce. 
Casio call this advanced miniaturisation 

technology. You’ll call it amazing. 
The new Casio RD-10 FM card radio. 

A gift at just £22.95 RRE CASIO 



EVERYONE 
DREAMS 

OF MAKING A 
RECORD. 

HERE’S YOUR 
CHANCE. 

u©lk®ois Km 
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D.C.LEE 

give my full i 
my public lift_ 
separate. Everyone 
anyway. 
BORN: 6/6/61 in Balham, South 
London. You think it’s a spooky old 
birthdate? That's exactly what my 
mum said. It s the mark of the devil 
-666. 
WHERE'S HOME? I live in a flat 
in West London. It s spacious, and 
very plain. I've been there a year, 
but I’ve been too busy to do much 
to it. I don't like talking about it 
though - I’m an ex-victim of 
obscene phone calls and burglars, 

got her three years ago when she 
was a filthy little stray kitten. She 
literally followed me home and 
adopted me. I’d just been talking 

is where she got the name. 
WHO WOULD YOU RATHER 
GO DOWN THE PUB WITH - 
SIMON LE BON, MARGARET 
THATCHER, SADE OR 
MORRISSEY? Sade, definitely - 

fancy Simon le Bon - all the other 
girls are welcome to him. I’d like to 
have a go at Margaret Thatcher, 

lot in the pub - I'd probably 
:e on my drink. I’d visit her if 
was in hospital on her 
hbed, though - just to check 
i really gone. 

HAVE YOU EVER WORN A 
GUISE? I go round in 
uise all the time! I stick on a 
of glasses and a big hat, and 
lown the supermarket. No-one 

- recognises me. 
DO YOU HAVE A SECRET 

BULLSEYE? Certainly nof! For a 
start I don’t like beer - you need a 
guttoap-*- ,,J 
rather hs 
DOYOL_ 
WASHING-UP IN THE BOWL 
UNTIL IT GOES ALL SMELLY 

i"' | 
d I’d chuck it all out and 

illy, really houseproud. Actually, 
e keeps offering to come round 

_ .d clean the flat for me, but I don’t 
dare let her^She'd tidy everything 

VE YOU EVEF 
FAN LETTER? I * 

Donny Os 

people who ever answered were 
The Sweet - I thought they were 
wondrous. Of course, today I 
realise they’re all a pile of rubbish. 
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF 
WHAM! THESE DAYS - HAVE 
THEY CHANGED SINCE YOU 
WERE PART OF THE GROUP? 

.I don’t like their 
f all, but they know that. We 

_ nd they buy me drinks. 
IS IT TRUE YOU’D NEVER 
HEARD OF PAUL WELLER 
UNTIL YOU JOINED THE 
STYLE COUNCIL? Ve 

listen to disco 
kind of music, I u 

stuff in those days. It 
a yuuaoiid, though - if I’d 
vn who Paul was at the 

,-lion, I’d have been completely 
; overawed and done something 

ipid. But once I got to know nim I 
on realised how incredibly 

'BACK TO THE FUTURE' ^MICHAEL J. FOX • CHRISTOPHER LLOYD 
LEA THOMPSON • CRISPIN GLOVER ROBERT ZEMECKIS 

& BOB GALE “X ALAN SILVESTRI '"“S BOB GALE 
mNEIL CANTON &S STEVEN SPIELBERG KATHLEEN KENNEDY 

„FRANK MARSHALL ‘“S ROBERT ZEMECKIS 

NOW SHOWING 

in 70mm mio 

PLAZA, 
OffPiccadillyCircus N( 

e^PuES^i00^615 ~ 

ALL OVER LONDON AND 
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY 



LEAVING ME 
NOW 

THE 
BEAUTIFUL 

NEW SINGLE 
IS OUT NOW! 

r POSP 776 • LIMITED EDITION 10'POSPT 776 • 
THREE TRACK 12" POSPX 776 









7" + T2" 
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COMPETIONS 
WINNERS ★ ★ ★ 

SMASH 
HITS 
READERS 

IfgSMASH HITS ' 

DECEMBER 18 



WHAM ! 

A special release for Christmas '85 
now featuring a unique live recording* 

WM Last Christmas/Blue* 

'(recorded live in China) Will 

FEB Last Christmas (extended version)/ 

B/ue’\\m in China)/Everything She Wants IVliMill 
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| Feargal Sharkey.You’ll find him at I 
f the World’s Best Christmas Party ^ 

Every day between now and Christmas is party day at 
your local HMV store. 

There’s a free copy of The Beat magazine with every 
album and cassette you buy. 

And a free gift card with every record token. 
Not to mention yards of streamers, acres of balloons and 

of course non-stop music 
Feargal Sharkey's latest is just one of thousands of 

albums in stock this Christmas. 
It's called ‘Feargal Sharkey.’ 
It includes the hit single 'A Good Fleart' and it's available 

at FIMV for just £4.99. 

HMV 
The World’s Best Music Stores. 
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If there’s one thing calculator. , s-,mp|est 

" less bucks MORE nH 
SHARP 

POCKET 
CALCULATORS 
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WHAM! 

CAPTURED ON VIDEO 

1 Everything she wants 

2 Freedom 

3 I'm your man 

QBS 
ruK 

VIDEO 

ON VHS AND BETA Hi Fi STEREO 



So are the Smiths. And the 
Browns. In fart families 

everywhere are discovering the 
fan of making their own music 
with Casio mini-keyboards. 

No matter what your 
knowledge of music, there’s 
one to suit your needs and 
match your skill. 

Packed with features that 
make playing more fan and more 
rewarding, they make perfect 

ntsfor 

and 10 rhythms. Small ii 
only 14" long and weighs just b) 

presents for everyone. 

but big on features, it makes play¬ 
ing fun wherever you are. 

If you want something a little 
larger and more versatile, the 8 
note MT52 has 12 sounds and 

Kids of all ages will enj oy the 8 rhythms, plus a fantastic super 
drums section that enables 
you to create up to 1,984drum 
and accompaniment patterns. 

For even more flexibility 
and greater sound exploration, 

micro-mini PTl with its 4 sounds the 4 octave MT100 is a real gift. 

WMilllM- 

It’s got its own 5-band graphic 
equaliser that lets you customise 

every one of the 20 sounds and 
12 rhythms. 

Plus a host of other features 
that make you sound like a true 
professional. 

Fun and easy to play, light 
and compart for easy storage, 
Casio mini-keyboards make ideal 
presents for all the family. Try one 

out at your local Casio dealer - and 
treat the family to their own sound 
of music this Christmas. 

THE HILLS ARE ALIVE 
WITH THE SOUND OF MUSIC. 

AVAILABLE AT MOST GOOD MUSIC STORES 





Bruce Springsteen’s 
Classic Christmas song... 

available for the first time 

on the new single - 

8tMd ffe '&or* fn 7?ve USA’ /Z"Suites frttecteu 

/xouofc - fZ" 5u*j(As free Cotous fates + genus 7" 



Chrome for less brass. 
Now Maxell offer you all the benefits of 

chrome position recording-but for no more 
than the cost of an ordinary tape. 

With new UDII you’ll get more volume 

superb reproduction of high frequencies. 
Not to mention Maxell’s latest cassette 

mechanism- one of the most accurate ever 
built. 

Between them, tape and cassette give you 
not just a better, more exciting sound, but a 
clearer stereo image-with all the realism of 
the original. Sounds like a golden opportunity 

your recording. maxelLoiDZ] 
Break the sound barrier. 





GOT 

IT? 

WE 

HAVE. 

WHSMITHi^ 
mmmm Subject to availability Price correct at time of 

ExJ aK> going to press. Available where you see this sign. V 

Cassette or Album £4.99 

new 



§53 SWEATS £3.50 

\whamt:E* 4 

TEE-SHIRTS SWEATSHIRTS 

05” CLIFF 
inven 

Looking back rather a music racket? 
lot of years to 1958 
and your first hit 
(“Move It”), how would 
you describe the 17- 
year-old Cliff Richard? 
Was he an astute 

I wasn't slightly naive, I was very 
naive - but then I couldn’t be 
anything but naive because no-one 
else had done it before. I was an 
out-and-out rocker - don't let your 
daughter go and see him, that sort 
of thing - and no-one had ever 
done that in Europe. Even in 
America rock'n’roll was very new 
and nobody knew if it would last or 



RICHARD: THE MAN WHO 
TED ROCK’N’ROLL 
FROM ELVIS PRESLEY AND SHAKESPEARE) 



in terms of life ancHiving^ but if I 

things about me, how can I believe 
them when they're writing about 
someone important- Kinnock, 
Thatcher, Reagan? I can't ever 
trust them and I think fluffs a ^ ^ 

you -1 don't know w^af you're 
going to write! 

Well, I was hoping to 
write about your 
magnificent 
achievement of losing 
the Eurovision Song 
Contest TWICE!! 

Are you unhappy at the 
fact that you’ve never 
really broken through 
in America? 

" Wow, are you a performed 
What's your name?" and I said 
"Well, it's Cliff Richard”. And he 
said "Who?" - he wasn't at all 
impressed - yet all the time “Devil 
Woman” was playing on the radio, 
and he was singing along with it! 
... So I just have to keep plodding 
along and be patient - I'll probably 
be the first 50-year-old pop idol in 

Is it true that you once 
banned one of your 
own singles, “Honky 

was just surrounded by yes-men 
and it's so sad because he gave us 
so much and we the fans took 
everything from him and sucked 
him dry. And it's no good fans 
saying “We loved him" - my fans 
think I’m great and George 
Michael’s fans think he's great and 
they do love us, but their love is not 

husband or a wife ... I mean, I've 
been suffering from viral laryngitis, 
and so isn’t it strange that fans will 
demand you to stay there and sign 
autographs when in fact if they 
loved you, they'd say ‘get in the 
car; get out of the wet and the 
damp before you catch your death 
.. ?" But, of course, / was an Elvis 
fan and my love didn't help. I don't 
know that my Christianity would 
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You’ll be able to manage your money more effectively with a NatWest 
On Line account All you need to open one is a fiver. 

Three pounds of that starts you saving. The rest brings you special 
On Line exclusives like our regular news magazine, packed with pop, fashion, 
sport and competitions. 

You also receive a slimline electronic “continuous memory” calculator 
in its own stylish wallet. 

Just the thing for counting up the cash you’ll save with On Line 

Registered office-41 Lot hbury, London EC2P2BP 

A NatWest 
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PHILIPS 



/'The Cubic Cbmpo {row Philips 
delivers 3 {ull lOU/e'fls per dt&m-el wi{IvC>k| 

6 IS* V/RMS W?w *«( {U^! 
S©<4 

Louder {Jr&ir\ & painrof {luiovesceyd dock's,. 



Stockists: Beaverbrooks,Collingwoods,Dixons,F Hinds, Ratners, 
Samuels, W H Smith, Underwoods, James Walker, Weirs,Zales. 







ROUT 
WHEN LOVE BREAKS DOWN 

I 
SAVING ALL MY 
LOVE FOR YOU 

Whitney Houston 

Reproduced by permission 



f ree! 
■ your chance to sample Silvikrin’s New Hair Setting Gel 
without paying a penny 
■ a black polo + a pair of leggings = 7 different looks 
■ blondes bigger, brighter, bolder - but do they really have more fun? 
10 make-up kits put to the test 
plus a-ha poster ■ coronation street’s 25 years ■ xmas presents for all the 

ievEnteen 
only 45p and out now 

“| Buy any two superb Shockwaves styling 
■ Mama 1 products from Wella. Send off this coupon. 
1 1 And by return you'll receive your personal 

1 megamix C45 blank 

1 1 chrome cassette. H 
Thom wr-M , nan 

1 
■ 1 hen you cen y p iir 

(store) 1 send out ajsf i lijr* 

1 1 Shockwaves jygg 1M c®', — 

1 at (store) | to your own f 
ifejB 1 IMPORTANT: Please attach till receipts! 

' Post to: Shockwaves Offer. Wella Great Britain. 
| Wella Road. Basingstoke, Hampshire RG22 4AF 

| kind of sounds. I 

WEUAj +0 I 



WHATEVER NEXT? 



Want to look like Divine, Tina Turner, Pat Benatar or 
Patsy Kensit this Christmas? 

Fancy hair extensions but don’t know how much they cost 
or where you can get them in a salon near you? 

Dream of someone picking the best fashion in the shops 
at a price to suit you? 

Want a step-by-step guide to how make-up can work for 
you? 

Or just feel like a good read about washing your hair, Dee 
C Lee’s bid for freedom, or what it’s really like to be a nude 
model? 

IT'S ALL IN THE DECEMBER ISSUE OF LOOKS. 
THE NEW MAGAZINE ABOUT FASHION, HAIR 
AND MAKE-UP AND HOW YOU CAN MAKE THEM 
WORK FOR YOU 



paul McCartney 
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